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Wayward Sisters, Alan Bern  
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nature’s scary 

 

wasps don’t sleep, 

killer bees wait, 

mantids see in 3D, 

silk beats steel 

 

marsupials’ glow, 

vampire bats run, 

a magpie’s memory, 

‘a murder of crows’ 

 

a horned lizard’s 

eyes shoot blood, 

boas sense prey’s 

heart gone still 

 

none can compare 

to man-made wrath 

 

Brian J. Alvarado 
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ghost-town blues 

 

mom-and-pop shops’ 

awnings shutter 

 

urban defection 

was a fever dream 

 

ER’s hit capacity 

few ventilators 

 

quarantined and 

broken families 

 

forced to soothe 

their pains with 

 

airs too distant 

for anyone else’s 

 

vacant doormats 

“happy halloween” 

 

Brian J. Alvarado 
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Devils Reef, Derek Roper  
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what 

if 

i 

told 

you 

 

that 

i 

was 

a 

ghost 

 

this 

whole 

d~~~ 

time? 

 

Brian J. Alvarado 
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“I am a ghost” 

 

I am a ghost who is 

wandering in the 

house that I hate. 

My family seeing 

me, is trembling, a 

dog glaring at me, 

is growling at me. 

‘I hate you’. A ghost 

whispers to them. 

Blue moon smiles 

at me, lightens my 

bloodless tears. 

‘Only you can feel 

my echoes to life’. 

 

Yuu Ikeda 
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The Blood Vortex, Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad  
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“The Nightmare” 

 

The nightmare is 

always bloody. My 

fingertips want 

the echoing pain. 

Only when I touch 

the echo, I can end 

real torture and 

cruel world. When 

the nightmare in 

me gives flowers 

to me, my puzzle of 

the Hell changes 

into my garden of 

the Heaven I love. 

 

Yuu Ikeda 
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BUZZING 

 

Hummingbird hum 

 

 

ON SAMHAIN 

 

  A cobweb cottage 

 

 

STRANGE DREAM 

 

         Sea otter ballet 

 

 

Caitlin Gemmell 
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lovelie sockets, Alan Bern  
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“What’s wrong?” 

I watch the dark goop engulfing our linked hands. 

“You already know.” 

 

 

Byron López Ellington 
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Weird reiteration 

 

Psithurism 

screams 

 

Hark! 

how 

horrendously 

hounds 

howl 

 

slyly 

snakes 

slowly 

slither 

 

Fear 

crackles 

within 

 

Ankur Jyoti Saikia 
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Haunted Acacias, Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad  
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Fractured stars 

 

Its unbeginning: 

eternal hungers 

swept in with the 

old dust of stars. 

 

Its belly broods 

empty in cracked 

granite shell of 

our world’s heart. 

 

Caught our scent. 

Much to feed upon: 

warm life, dreams. 

Tentacle grasps. 

 

It got cold early 

that final night. 

 

Rick Hollon 
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a cold breakfast 

 

VITALS: “famished” 

planets: looming. 

repair: complete. 

starship: online. 

tethers: spooled. 

waffles: waiting. 

AIRLOCKS: “locked” 

 

Palimrya  
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Deep One, Derek Roper  
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Dunked 

dunked silently 

 

A Splash 

           a splash, stilled 

 

 

Mariana Feyt  
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Swamp Siren 

 

from muck and mud 

dark crown rises 

sizes up, wades on 

comes upon shore: 

girl distraught 

body ripped, torn 

a corpse walking 

 

holes closing up 

beauty blooms up 

on her upper lips 

her cheeks go red 

it spreads quick 

a wick, sparked so 

lacking own soul 

 

Mariana Feyt  
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some leaves sink, Alan Bern  
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A Secret Harvest 

 

They navigate by 

roots, rocks that 

mark a path to the 

witch hazel tree, 

its fiery leaves - 

torches burning 

in the dark woods. 

Watch them round 

the fairy circle 

alert, communing. 

Mycelium speaks 

the trees’ secret 

in language only 

the witches know. 

 

Shelly Jones 
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Feline of Malice 

 

Spooky, black cat 

Owning the roads, 

Strutting along 

Playing chicken 

On the sidewalks 

With no blinking, 

Her tail swishes 

With great humor, 

With vast malice. 

She cackles, “Meow,” 

To see us startle. 

She gets off on it - 

On power, control 

And on our terror. 

 

Rose Menyon Heflin 
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Leaves Off Bones, Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad  
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Omen: Apocalypse 

 

An omen foretold 

by the tarot deck, 

by street corner 

prophet bearded, 

by tea leaf dregs, 

by mad scientist 

This modern hell - 

a world so on fire, 

poisoned waters, 

rising high tide, 

and falling bird 

Striking horror, 

instilling fear 

too apocalyptic 

 

Rose Menyon Heflin 
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Real Life Horror 

 

Very terrifying - 

More than ghouls, 

And than zombies, 

Than past ghosts, 

Than alien coups, 

And scarier than 

An enraged coven, 

Than werewolves 

Baying hungrily, 

Than any monster 

So very horrible 

Is that darkness 

Waiting, lurking 

Deep in your soul 

 

Rose Menyon Heflin 
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Devils Reef Hotel, Derek Roper  
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Moths 

 

I wake mute to the moths in my mouth; choking me with powdery patterns. 

 

Arden Hunter 
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grandmas gone oh 

grab her mist now 

worthy of a loved 

teddy bear wisht 

 

do not be here she 

whispered then I 

see no mist of her 

my sister gone to 

 

library of dream 

and dancing four 

children songs I 

mean to hear wish 

 

wonder how loves 

light stays home 

 

Lathalia Song 
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kid’s flesh near, Alan Bern 
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Far, Far Too Deep 

It’s never good, is it? Seeing the back of the throat, before the eyes. 

 

 

 

 

 

I Wish That You, My Love, Would Downturn Your Mouth 

One’s husband should not smile when you fall, bleeding. Yet there mine is. Smiling. 

 

 

 

 

 

My Grave Is Shut 

My grave is shut. Lowered deep down from above. If only they could hear. 

 

 

 

 

Alex Shenstone  
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Crossing the Ocean 
Arden Hunter 

 

My heartbeat slams against my jaw like drum beats underwater. I haven’t moved in 

minutes, but the crowd is flowing, passive. I see you there just standing, looking, smiling, 

staring, still; but it’s not possible. Not today. Not yesterday, not this year. 

You’ve been gone for thirteen months, been drifting in the sea. I took your ashes out 

there; broke the law to break my grief. Yet there you are, a road away, impossible to cross. 

I’ve been standing at this crossroads since I spotted you; afraid to even blink. 

Your smile is clear, your skin is whole, your hair blows in the wind. Your eyes are 

laughing at me, and I can’t help the joy that lifts. You can walk on, your smile tells me. Cross 

here, walk on, and keep me. I nod, I blink, you’re gone, I think; I cross that ocean again. 

  



 

  



 

  



 

 


